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General Information On «Petralex» App

The mobile application "Petralex"  for devices running iOS is intended for compensating
hearing loss as well  as for  improving quality of  perceiving audio data in various acoustic
media.

The following devices running iOS 7 may be used for installing the application:  iPhone 4,
iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPhone 5S, iPhone 5C, iPad 2, iPad 3, iPad 4, iPad Air, iPad mini, iPad mini
2, all being completed with a standard headset or similar devices.

The operating principle of Petralex is similar to operation of a digital hearing aid providing for
the possibility of setting up by the user himself.

Terms And Definitions

Audiogram (Profile) is the hearing parameters of the user that are recorded in the form of a
special table provided for each ear on the basis of test results. Hearing is tested by the user
himself,  directly  on  the  user's  device  with  the  help  of  a  simple  algorithm.  The  device
generates  signals  at  certain  frequencies  with  increasing  volume,  the  user  should  fix  the
hearing threshold.

iCloud is  a  cloud user  data storage service from Apple Inc.  It  is  used while working with
Petralex for storing audiograms (profiles) for various variants of acoustic situations in order to
transmit same to various devices.

Standard headset is a telephone accessory that is commonly included into the delivery sets of
devices running iOS, being a combination of headphones and a microphone and, in contrast to
a telephone device, having elements intended for fixing is to the head or clothes, thus leaving
the user's hands free. 
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Where «Petralex» App May Be Downloaded 
From

In order to download the application from AppStore easily, use the following QR-code.

In order to install the application, use your device for connecting to AppStore which icon is on 

the home screen of your device  .

 Select "Search" in the lower menu.

 Type "Petralex" in the search line. Press the Search button.

  In search results find  "Petralex"  and press the "FREE" button. 

 The installation of the application will start automatically. For running the application 
use the "Petralex" icon on the home screen of your device.
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Launching The App For The First Time

Attention!  In  order  to  run  the  application  to  the  full,  connect  a  headset  or
headphones. The use of the application without a headset or headphones limits its
functionality greatly.  

Launch the application using the  "Petralex"  icon on
the  home  screen  of  your  device.  The  application
starting screen appears, and, within several seconds,
the  screen  of  granting  the  right  of  access  to  the
microphone appears.

Allow to use a built-in microphone.

Attention! It will be impossible to continue work
without granted access to the microphone.

Push the Allow button.

The following pop-up window appears:

Press the OK button.
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In a case where you accidentally denied access to the
microphone,  then  you  could  allow  access  there  to
following the instructions displayed on the screen.  

Attention!  This  screen  will  be  displayed  until
you grant access to the microphone.

Your  hearing  parameters  are  required  for
automatically  setting  up  the  application.  Press  the
"Start"  button  to  begin  a  test  of  your  hearing.  The
"Instructions" screen will open.

Important!  Before  the  test  begins,  read  the
recommendations on the "Instructions"  screen
carefully.

If  you have not connected a headset to the device,
the application will  prompt you to this effect in the
following pop-up window:

Connect a headset and continue by pressing the OK button.
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Select a surrounding acoustic situation for which you
are planning to create a profile based on results of the
first test. A surrounding acoustic situation may be: a
quiet room, a crowded place, an office, a concert, a
lecture, a place for watching TV, etc. 

Example:

You are planning to watch TV in the home conditions.
Create  a  profile  when  your  TV-set  will  work  at  a
volume common for your home conditions. 

You may create an unlimited number of  profiles  for
any variants of the surrounding acoustic situation.  

Before starting the hearing test, be sure that:

-  the device volume control is set at a maximum 
level;

 the headset headphones may be comfortably 
placed in the ears, wherein each ear has a headphone
intended for it (left for the left ear, right for the right 
ear).

The  application  interface  will  prompt  you  to  what
headphone and at  what  time the signal  will  sound.
The left ear is tested first, then the right ear is tested.

"Tone" — a number of the currently generated signal
is  displayed.  At  any time one can understand what
test stage runs and how many signal tones are left for
hearing by the left and the right ears.

"Sound  frequency" —  frequency  of  the  signal  is
displayed  that  will  be  generated  after  pressing  the
"Start test" button.

Attention: hearing test begins in the left ear.

In order to start testing the "Left ear", press the "Start test" button.  
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Press  the  red  button  as  soon  as  you  hear  a  tone
signal. 

Repeat the procedure for each of the following seven
frequencies: 2000, 3000, 4000, 8000, 125, 250, 500
Hz.

Repeat the test procedure for the right ear.
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After  completion of  the test  for  all  tones the "Save
profile"  screen  appears  that  requires  to  enter  the
profile name and select an icon.

It is recommended to use the name of a place or a
situation  where  the  application  will  be  used.  For
example,  the  name "Home"  may  be  used for  quiet
acoustic situation at home.  

You may create profiles of other variants of acoustic
situation similarly and designate them in accordance
with your preferences.

Moreover, each profile may be provided with its own
icon that will be displayed on the main screen for the
purpose of quick selection of a necessary profile.

Enter a profile name and select an icon corresponding
thereto.  Then  press  the  "Confirm" button  on  the
screen heading.

On default, a profile is designated according to
the  "Profile-#"  format  where  #  is  a  sequence
number.

After  the  profile  is  saved,  graphic  presentations  of
results  obtained  for  each  ear  become  available  for
you.  In  order  to  switch  on  to  the  application  main
screen,  press  the  "Confirm" button  on  the  screen
heading.

Pay attention to the following pop-up message on the
main screen:

Press the "OK" button to continue work.
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Profile Management

You may use the application main screen for:

-  adjusting  sound  volume  in  your  headphones  by
using the horizontal volume control;

-  switching  between  the  smartphone/tablet  PC
microphone and the headset microphone;

- adjusting amplification of the selected microphone
with  the  use  of  amplification  slider  above  the
microphone switch; 

- turning ON/OFF the saved profiles; 

- creating profiles for new acoustic situations.

In order to turn a profile  on,  press its  icon in the profile  list.  The selected profile  will  be
highlighted  in  white,  the  corresponding  sound  amplification  will  be  activated  in  the
headphones, and the activation red strip appears at the screen top. 

In order to turn the profile off, press its icon once again.

For viewing and selecting profiles for various acoustic situations swipe left or right along the
profile icons.

The "Create new"          button is  used  for  creating  profiles  for  new variants  of  the
surrounding acoustic situation. The recording process is described in more detail in Section
"Launching The App For The First Time".

The  "Device  microphone/headset  microphone"  switch  is  intended  for  switching
between these microphones.

If the switch is in the "Device microphone" position, sound passes through the device built-in
microphone. 
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It is recommended to use this microphone for:

- achieving a maximum amplification effect for sound which source is at a distance more than
1 meter from the hearer (e.g., a lector's presentation, TV-watching, listening to music in a
room);

- amplifying a rich and clear audio signal carrying aesthetic load, i.e., a music concert, vocal
parts, theater, natural sounds, such as birds' songs,  stream babbling, foliage rustle etc.;

-  cases where a reliable channel for obtaining audio information is necessary;

This mode enables to obtain more rich and clear sounds, but its use requires minimization or
elimination of obstructions, such as those of clothes, etc. It is recommended that the device
should be held by hand or arranged on a surface with its microphone directed toward the
sound source.

If the switch is in the "Headset microphone"              position, sound will come from the
headset microphone.

Turning on this microphone may be recommended for:

- cases where it is impossible to fully use the microphone built in the device;

- talking to interlocutors at a small distance in a noisy atmosphere, e.g., in the metro.

 

Use the "Volume" slider to adjust volume in the headphones. 

Set  up  a  comfortable  volume  level,  using  the  device  volume  buttons  or  the  horizontal
scrolling.

In order to adjust microphone amplification, move the "Amplification" slider located above the
microphone switch.    

It  is  convenient!  The  application  stores  your  unique  settings,  i.e.,  volume,
amplification degree and microphone used, for each profile.
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Be careful while setting volume and microphone amplification to a maximum simultaneously.
At such settings in small rooms the acoustic feedback effect is possible that appears as sharp
and unpleasant whistle.

On default, the application works with the device microphone.

Attention!  The  microphone  switch  is  blocked  in  cases  of  use  of  ordinary
headphones or a headset with a defective microphone.    

The red strip in  the upper part  of the home screen
shows that the application is running.  

In  order  to  turn  off  the  profile  used,  press  the
respective icon.

 In order to turn off sound amplification:

- press the icon of the profile used;

- close the application by using the standard means of
the iOS device (double pressing of the "Home" button
and deletion of the application from the list of active
tasks).

Profile Addition

When necessary, create profiles for new surrounding acoustic situation. 

In order to create a new profile, press the "Hearing test" button in the lower menu 

or the                respective icon in the profile list.  

            

The process of creating and saving profiles is discussed in detail in Section "Launching The
App For The First Time".
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Settings

In order to change the application settings, press the 
"Settings" button in the lower menu and select a 
required item on the "Settings" screen:  My Profiles, 
Advanced Settings, Use iCloud, About, Contact us, 
Leave review, Check for updates.

Advanced Settings

Compression

By  using  this  setting,  it  is  possible  to  amplify  low
sounds, while maintaining loud sounds at the existing
level.

Select a comfortable compression level that depends
on hearing loss degree by using the switches.
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Amplification 

Select  a  target  amplification  variant  in  accordance
with a frequency range audible.

Depending on a kind of hearing loss, various profiles
enable to select most comfortable sounding variant.

The  Petralex target  amplification  –  a  proprietary
formula of IT4YOU Company.

The  NAL target amplification – a formula of National
Acoustic Laboratories, Australia.

The Berger target amplification – a formula of Berger
(Berger et al. 1988).

The  POGO target amplification – the "Prescription Of
Gain  and  Output"  formula  (McCandless,  Lyregaard,
1983).

My Profiles

Delete and edit previously saved profiles on the  "My
profiles" screen.
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In order to delete a profile:

- standard swipe to the left along the name of a profile
to  be  deleted,  press  the  right  "Delete"  button  or
cancel this action by touching the screen in any free
space; 

- press the "Change" button on the screen top, press
the left "Delete" button in order to delete the profile.
Press the "Done" button in the heading after deleting
profiles.

In order to edit the name and the icon of a profile:

Press the name of the required profile in the list. After
opening the "Profile" screen, enter a new name in the
entry field or select a new icon from the gallery by
clicking on the profile icon. Press the "Confirm" button
in the heading for each action. The name and/or the
icon will be changed.
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Use iCloud

Synchronize  profiles  between  your  iOS  devices  by
using the cloud storage service iCloud.

For  automatic  synchronization  of  the profiles  stored
previously and new ones with the cloud storage go to
the  "Settings"  section  and  press  the  "Use  iCloud"
switch.

In  order  to  turn  the  iCloud  function  off,  press  the
active "Use iCloud" switch in "Settings".

If this pop-up window appears after turning the iCloud
function on, go to the settings of your device:

"Settings" →  "iCloud" →  "Documents  and  data",  and
press the switch to the right of the "Petralex" item. 

Then, return to the application and once again turn the
"Use iCloud" function on.
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About

The "About"  screen provides brief information on the
application and the version number.

Contact Us

The application provides for the possibility of feedback
with  the  programmers  by  using  the  corresponding
form.   

If  you  have  any  problems  in  using  the  application,
press  the  "Contact  us" button  on  the  "Settings"
screen. State your name and contact information and
describe  the  problem  on  the   screen  appeared,
indicating  the  version  number  of  the  installed
application. After completing all the fields, press the
"Send" button. 

A  technical  support  specialist  will  contact  you  for
solving the existing problem.
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Leave Review

Post your comments on working with the application
in AppStore.  We can make it  better only with your
help!

Check For Updates

Regularly  check for newer versions of  the Petralex®

application and other products of the Petralex® range.

If you are not interested in getting newer version of
Petralex®, turn the switch OFF.  
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How to Send Comments About This Guide

We values your feedback. Please send comments about this guide to:

support@petralex.pro
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